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Abstract: In view of the shortcomings of the current abnormal data detection system of the protein gene library, such as low detection rate and high error detec-
tion rate, the abnormal data detection system of the protein gene library based on data mining technology is designed. The protein gene enters the firewall module 
of the system, and enters the immune module when it does not match the firewall rules; the memory detector in the immune module presents the protein gene, 
if the memory detector does not match the protein gene, the mature detector presents the protein gene, if the mature detector does not match the protein gene, it 
is determined as the normal protein gene data package, if it matches, it is considered that The abnormal data of protein gene was processed by the collaborative 
stimulation module, and the control module controlled by C8051F060 chip to detect the abnormal data of protein gene library. The immune module generates 
new protein gene sequences through an immature detector, simulates the immune mechanism of protein gene through a mature detector module, and simulates the 
secondary response in the abnormal data detection system of protein gene library through memory detector. The system introduces data mining technology into the 
detection and uses a two-level dynamic optimization algorithm to calculate the ASG similarity value of protein gene secondary structure arrangement. According to 
this value, the abnormal data detection of the protein gene library is realized by randomly generating protein genes, negative selection, clone selection and copying 
memory cells through gene expression. The experimental results show that the system can quickly detect abnormal data of the protein gene library, ensure the 
detection efficiency, and the detection accuracy reaches 97.1%. The system can reduce the error rate of normal protein gene detection as an abnormal protein gene.

Key words: Data Mining Technology, Protein Gene Library, Abnormal Data, Detector, Accuracy, Detection System.

Introduction

GenBank is an authoritative sequence database esta-
blished and maintained by NCBI, the U.S. biotechno-
logy information center. It is one of the largest databases 
of nucleotide and protein gene sequences in the world 
(1). It collects all the published DNA and protein gene 
sequences, as well as the relevant biological information 
and references. The gene data in the gene pool come 
from more than 47000 different species, including more 
than 8 billion bases. Now more than 600 new species 
are added to the database every month, and the data in 
the gene database doubles every 14 months, and there is 
a trend of acceleration (2). As of August 1999, GenBank 
has collected about 4610000 sequences with a length 
of 3400000000 bases, 57% of which are human (Homo 
sapiens, 49% of which are human ESTs), in addition to 
DNA sequences of nematodes (C.elegans, 9%), yeast 
(s.cereversiae), Mus musculus and other organisms. In 
GenBank, the branch database dbEST and DBSTs are 
developing the most rapidly. Each data in GenBank 
contains the accurate description of the sequence, the 
scientific name and tree classification of the sequence 
source organism, as well as the characteristic data co-
lumn. It provides the protein-coding area of the sequence 
and the sites with special biological significance, such 

as transcription units, sites or modifications and repeats. 
It also provides specific sequences of the protein gene.

GenBank has cooperated with EMBL nucleic acid 
sequence internationally since its establishment (3). 
In 1987, the National Institute of the genetics of Japan 
established the DNA data of Japan (DDBJ) and joined 
the international cooperation between GenBank and 
EMBL. Now, the three databases collect the nucleic 
acid sequence information of their respective regions, 
forming the international nuclear sequence database 
collaboration, and realize data sharing, and exchange 
the new sequence records established by their respective 
databases every day (4). GenBank has established an 
integrated database (ID) with other nucleotide sequence 
databases, such as EMBL, DDBJ, GSDB, LANL, etc., 
and well-known protein gene databases, such as swiss-
prot, PIR, PRF and PDB.

The abnormal data detection of the protein gene li-
brary is proposed based on biological immune theory. 
Forrest et al. first applied the abnormal data detection 
of the protein gene library to the field of computer big 
data mining. The artificial immune system is studied 
and concerned by many scholars because of its charac-
teristics of distribution, self-organization, robustness 
and adaptability. At present, the abnormal data detection 
technology of protein gene library based on artificial 
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immune theory mainly focuses on the research of nega-
tive selection algorithm, clonal selection algorithm and 
immune genetic algorithm, among which the negative 
selection algorithm proposed by Forrest plays an extre-
mely important role (5), which lays a theoretical foun-
dation for the research of abnormal data detection of 
protein gene library in the field of big data mining, and 
many subsequent calculation methods are put forward 
based on negative selection algorithm. Because there 
are many kinds of protein gene pool, and the number of 
protein genes is huge, it may not be found in time when 
the protein gene is abnormal. The abnormal protein 
gene will lead to the abnormal growth of animals and 
plants, even death, so it is of great significance to detect 
the abnormal data of the protein gene pool. Although 
the protein gene detection system designed in literature 
(6) has detected the abnormal data of protein gene, its 
detection rate is not high; although the detection rate 
of the system in literature (7) is good, it also classifies 
the normal gene as the abnormal protein gene, so there 
are disadvantages in terms of the error detection rate; 
although the abnormal number of protein gene is desi-
gned in literature (8), the system in literature (7) has a 
good detection rate according to the monitoring system. 
However, big data mining technology has not been cle-
verly integrated into the system. In recent years, a large 
number of studies have shown that big data mining 
technology is the best way to detect abnormal data in 
the gene library, and also the most accurate detection 
method. This literature does not use big data mining 
technology, so the accuracy is not high. In order to avoid 
the problems in the above literature, this paper designs 
the abnormal data detection system of the protein gene 
library based on data mining technology. The system 
has a high detection rate and low false detection rate 
when detecting the abnormal data of the protein gene 
library, and it can effectively detect the abnormal data in 
the protein gene library.

Materials and Methods

Structure design of protein gene anomaly detection 
system based on data mining technology

The abnormal data detection system of the protein 
gene library based on data mining technology mainly 
includes a collaborative stimulation module, immune 
module, random generation detector module, gene li-
brary module, control module and a firewall module. 
The system structure is shown in Figure 1.

The working principle of the system was as follows: 
in terms of the detector, randomly generate detector mo-
dule to initialize immature detector; an immature detec-
tor was negated by self-set, an immature detector that 
did not match with self-set was transformed into mature 
detector through tolerance, while immature detector 
that matched with self-set dies, delete it (9); mature de-
tector that reached activation threshold in the life cycle. 
The device was converted into a memory detector. In 
the immune module, calling the detector was more 
effective. The system updated dynamically the unacti-
vated mature detector and the memory detector which 
had not been reused at a certain time transferred them to 
the gene library module, and generated a new immature 
detector through the multi-point gene mutation recom-

bination algorithm and the random generation detector 
module, thereby increasing the utilization rate of the 
detector gene. To ensure the diversity of the immature 
detector, improved its passing tolerance probability and 
improve the detection performance (10). In the aspect 
of anomaly detection, the packets (protein genes) ente-
ring the anomaly data detection system first entered the 
firewall module. If they match the firewall rules in the 
firewall module, deleted the packets. Otherwise, enter 
the immune module of the network system; the memory 
detector presented the protein genes, if they match, de-
leted them. Otherwise, the mature detector will submit; 
if the maturity detector fails to match the protein gene 
after it was submitted (11), it will be judged as a nor-
mal protein gene data package and allowed to access the 
network system. Otherwise, it will be asked for collabo-
rative processing by the collaborative stimulation mo-
dule. The collaborative stimulation module will analyze 
the protein gene data package. If it was considered as an 
abnormal data package, it will be deleted and the cor-
responding maturity detector matching degree will be 
determined. When it reached the activation threshold, 
it will be transformed into a memory detector. If it was 
considered as a normal protein gene data package, then 
the matched mature detector antibody will be deleted. 
The control module controls the immune module, the 
random generation detector module and the cooperative 
stimulation module at the same time.

Immune module
The immune module is the main part of the abnormal 

data detection system of the protein gene library. Almost 
all protein gene data are detected in the immune module, 
including the memory detector submodule R , mature 
detector submodule M , immature detector submodule I .

(A) Immature detector module: in the generation pro-
cess of an immature detector, firstly, the random gene-
ration detector module initializes the immature detector 
according to the self-set. After a period of time, the gene 
library module uses the multi-point gene mutation recom-
bination algorithm to generate immature detector (imma-
ture detector generates TCP protocol detector, UDP pro-
tocol detector and ICMP according to the rules Protocol 
detector), which can effectively supplement the immature 
detector to ensure the high efficiency and diversity of the 
detector in the immune module. The algorithm of multi-

Figure 1. The abnormal data detection system of the protein gene 
pool.
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Among them, the analog output of the detector is 
converted into digital through ADC0 (analog to digi-
tal 0 channel) of C8051F060, and the DMA controller 
integrated with C8051F060 is used to directly read the 
data into the memory of the single-chip microcompu-
ter. DMA is a data exchange mode that directly accesses 
data from memory without CPU (15). Its advantage is 
that it does not need the interference of CPU in data 
transmission, and it can greatly improve the working ef-
ficiency of the CPU. DMA interface works with ADC0 
and ADC1 to write ADC output directly to the designa-
ted XRAM (expanded RAM) area. The DMA inter-
face is configured by using a special function register. 
The instruction buffer (16) is accessed through DMA 
control logic to obtain data from the ADC and control 
the writing of data to xram. The DMA instruction tells 
the DMA control logic which ADC to read from but 
does not start the ADC conversion. DMA control flow 
is shown in Figure 3.

Feature data extraction
Classification number set 
( ){ }, , , , , ,D a b s o a A b B s S o O= ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ , where A is the 

classification number set of class layer, B is the classifica-
tion number set of architecture layer, s is the classification 
number set of topology layer, and O is the classification 
number set of the harmony layer.

Mathematical model for ASG calculation
ASG (assignment of protein secondary structure 

information group) code represents the details of pro-
tein gene secondary structure arrangement. Including 
the name of residue in secondary structure, protein gene 
chain identifier, PDB residue number, the full name of 
secondary structure, Phi angle, Psi angle, the contact 
area of residue solvent and other details (17).

Two string sequences 1W ASSGCASCGCS= , 
2W ASCASGSGC= , set 1W  and 2W  as their length 

respectively: 1 11W = , 2 9W = , then through the pattern 
Hunter algorithm, the optimal ratio is as follows:

——ASSGCAS CGC
————AS CASGS GC

The best corresponding set is:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }

1 2
1,1 , 2,2 , 5,3 , 6,4 , 7,5 , 10,8 , 11,9W Wn =  (1)

Two levels of the dynamic optimization algorithm 
were used to calculate ASG similarity. The process is as 
follows: 

(A) Take the structure data in ASG data as the object 
for sequence alignment. By using the PatternHunter al-
gorithm, the optimal ratio of the structure strings of two 
protein genes, 

1 2,CSG CSGA , is obtained, and one of the best 

site gene mutation and recombination is as follows: (a) 
select the protein gene sequence of different sites random-
ly from the gene sequence of the autogenous protein gene 
sample, then there is ( ),

, ,
i j ig gA resoleve n m A= , where 

,i jgA  
represents the j  protein gene sequence of the i  protein 
gene segment, resoleve  function represents the extraction 
of the protein gene sequence, n  represents the position of 
the extracted protein gene sequence in the protein gene 

igA ,  indicates the length of the extracted protein gene 
sequence; (b) the extracted protein gene sequence is com-
bined according to the multi-site gene recombination rule 
(12); at the same time, the extracted protein gene sequence 
is mutated (Gauss mutation strategy is adopted here, the 
Gauss mutation can produce the mutation near the origi-
nal detector, which has strong local search ability and can 
retain the original Population information of the initial 
detector) to generate a new protein gene sequence. It not 
only keeps the original protein gene type but also makes 
the new protein gene have diversity (13), which ensures 
the efficiency of abnormal data detection of the protein 
gene.

(B) Mature detector module: mature detector module 
simulates the immune mechanism of the protein gene, 
which is an important part of detecting the protein gene, 
and its integrity directly affects the accuracy of detecting 
abnormal data of the protein gene.

(C) Memory detector module: the memory detector 
simulates the secondary response in the abnormal data 
detection system of protein gene library, which is mainly 
evolved from the mature detector that reaches the activa-
tion threshold. When the system is attacked by the same 
or similar abnormal data of the protein gene again, it can 
respond quickly, improve the detection efficiency and 
maintain the stability of the system (14).

Control module
The hardware circuit adopts a C8051F060 control 

chip, which has powerful functions. Its main features 
are high-speed, pipelined 8051 compatible CIP-51 core 
(up to 25mips); two 16 bit, 1 msps ADC with DMA 
(direct memory access) controller; rich digital I/O pins 
(59); 4352 (4 K + 256) bytes on-chip RAM; 64KB flash 
memory programmable in the system; 5 universal 16-
bit timers; two UART serial interfaces, etc. The control 
module is regarded as a control system, and the hard-
ware structure of the control system is shown in Figure 
2.

Figure 3. DMA control flow chart.Figure 2. The hardware structure of the control system.
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corresponding sets is obtained
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }

1 2
1,1 , 2,3 ,..., , ,..., ,W Wn i j n m=      (2)

(B) Calculate 1 2,CSG CSGPhi , 
1 2,CSG CSGPsi , 

1 2,CSG CSGArea , 
and 

1 2,CSG CSGPPA , respectively:

               
( ) ( )
( ) ( )1 2

2 2

1 1 2 3

, 2 2

...

...

e f e f

CSG CSG

ei fj ex fy

Phi Phi Phi Phi
Phi

Phi Phi Phi Phi

− + − + +
=

− + + −
 

(3)

(4)

  

( )
( )

( )
( )

1 2

2

1 1

2

2 3

, 2

2

...

...

e f

e f

CSG CSG

ei fj

ex fy

Area Area

Area Area
Area

Area Area

Area Area

− +

− +
=

+ − +

+ −        (5)

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

, ,

, ,

CSG CSG CSG CSG

CSG CSG CSG CSG

PPA k Phi

n Psi t Area

= × +

× + ×
  (6)

Among them, 1ePhi  represents the dihedral angle θ 
formed between the backbone atoms of protein gene 
e, 1ePsi  represents another dihedral angle θ formed 
between the backbone atoms of protein gene e, and 

1eArea  represents the soluble molecular surface area of 
protein gene e. 1 2,CSG CSGPPA  represents the sum of mean 
square deviation of dihedral angle θ, dihedral angle θ 
and soluble molecular surface area between backbone 
atoms of protein gene e and f, which indicates the simi-
larity of the secondary structure of protein gene e and 
protein gene f (18). Where k, n and t are constants, re-
presenting the weight of each parameter.

(C) Then calculate 
1 2,CSG CSGSim :

1 2 1 2

1 2

, ,
,

1
CSG CSG CSG CSG

CSG CSG

Sim g PPA l
A

= × + ×  (7)

Where g and l are constants representing the weight of 
each parameter.

(D) If the score of the best ratio pair is equal to 
1 2,CSG CSGA  and there are other corresponding best sets, then 

step (1)-(3) will be cycled until all the best corresponding 
sets are used. The minimum value of 

1 2,CSG CSGSim , which is 
the ASG similarity of the two protein genes, was found.

New standard calculation model
In the last classification result, the ith protein gene 

parameter with the highest error rate was set as ip  (i.e. 
RMSD, Z-Score, STR, LOC, ASG), then 

1

v

i
i

p
=
∑  was the 

sum of all the protein gene parameters that were wrongly 
detected, so the mean value of the parameter could be 

expressed as 1

v

i
i

p
P

V
==
∑ then the mean square deviation of 

the parameter could be expressed as:

( )2

1

v

i
i

C p P
=

= −∑              (8)

Q  is the parameter value of the old detection standard 

of a certain layer of protein gene, then the new detection 
standard of protein gene 'Q  can be expressed as:

System operation process
To simulate the operation mechanism of the abnor-

mal data detection system of the protein gene library 
based on data mining technology, the generation, detec-
tion process and evolution of detection agent (protein 
gene) will be carried out synchronously in the operation 
process of the system (19). According to the principle 
of immunity, the working process can be divided into 
three stages: randomly generating protein gene through 
gene expression, negative selection, clone selection and 
copying memory cells (20). The operation process is as 
follows:

(A) Randomly select a group of protein genes from 
the protein gene pool for gene expression, which is 
similar to the genetic gene expression process. A new 
gene can be generated through the selection, crossover 
and variation of different gene attributes.

(B) Extract the current data characteristics of the 
protein gene in the protein gene database (21), which 
are equivalent to the self-defined dynamically, that is, 
the normal “self” data characteristics. If the new protein 
gene data can match any of its data feature patterns, it 
indicates that the protein gene may mistake the normal 
protein gene data for the abnormal protein gene data, 
so delete it and return to step (A), which is a negative 
selection process (22).

(C) Through the negative selection of mature pro-
tein gene grouping, it is transmitted to each host (lymph 
node) to carry out the actual detection task: through the 
pre-processing (reduction process), the collected pro-
tein gene data characteristics are continuously grouped 
according to the attack type standard, mapped into the 
sequence of attribute arrangement, the fuzzy discrete 
value method and the same coding length as the anti-
body gene (23), and then it is the same as the antibody 
gene (23). In the process of gene matching, the second 
level dynamic optimization algorithm in Section “fea-
ture data extraction “ is used to calculate the ASG simi-
larity value of protein gene secondary structure arran-
gement.

(D) If a mature protein gene can match enough 
groups of protein genes (threshold) in a test cycle, the 
abnormal protein gene is found If the abnormal protein 
gene is a known type, start the response program and 
transfer (6), if it is a new type, send an alarm to the 
administrator (E); otherwise, it will be deleted as an 
invalid protein gene, and return to step (A).

(E) When a protein gene is found to be a gene abnor-
mal type, the host sends an alarm to the server by sen-
ding a message, and the administrator determines whe-
ther it is abnormal data. If the administrator confirms 
the alarm as abnormal data (24) within a given time, 
the protein gene will enter the clone selection stage (F); 
otherwise, if the alarm is considered as a false alarm, the 
corresponding protein gene will be deleted and returned 
(A).

(F) Clone selection and replication. Proved effec-
tive protein genes are selected and copied to each host 
node to form memory cells of protein genes. They have 
a smaller threshold and longer life cycle than common 
protein genes (25), which can accelerate the detection 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )1 2

2 2

1 1 2 3

, 2 2

...

...

e f e f

CSG CSG

ei fj ex fy

Psi Psi Psi Psi
Psi

Psi Psi Psi Psi

− + − + +
=

− + + −
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process of abnormal data of protein genes previously 
appeared.

(G) Once a mature protein gene is started or cloned 
in the test phase, the genes that make up the protein gene 
will be added to the protein gene library. If the protein 
gene has been stored in the library, the value represen-
ting their fitness will be increased by 1.

(H) In order to avoid the large protein gene pool, 
a maximum value (determined by the number of type 
coding digits) can be set in advance. When the length 
of the protein gene pool exceeds the maximum value, 
the protein gene with low adaptability will be deleted 
according to the adaptability value of the protein gene.

Results

System performance test
In order to verify the performance of this system, the 

experimental results were compared with the improved 
neural network system, wavelet transform system and 
fuzzy k-means system. The experimental comparison 
mainly includes detection rate, false detection rate, sys-
tem stability and convergence rate.

The selected training set and test set were from the 
authoritative sequence protein gene library established 
and maintained by NCBI. There are about 5.94 million 
kinds of protein genes in this protein gene library after 
sorting out the duplicate data, among which the abnor-
mal data types of protein genes are mainly divided into 
four categories and 52 kinds of abnormal data types of 
protein genes. The gene library contains a labeled trai-
ning set and unlabeled abnormal data test set. The test 
data and training data have a different probability distri-
bution. The test data contains some abnormal data types 
of protein genes that are not in the training set, of which 
17 abnormal data types of protein gene only appear in 
the test set, and the training set contains one normal pro-
tein gene data. The identification type and 22 abnormal 
data types of protein genes make the simulation experi-
ment more practical.

In order to facilitate processing, about 100000 protein 
genes are selected from the whole gene pool as samples, 
of which 70000 are selected as training sets, which are 
used to generate initial autosets, and about 30000 other 
protein genes are used as test sets. The system in this 
paper is used to detect the abnormal data of the protein 
gene. Through the combination of experiment and expe-
rience, several important parameters in the experiment 
are determined: set TCP detector length L=131, UDP 
detector length L=125, ICMP detector length L=109, 
matching threshold Sn=0.8, initial self-set=80, imma-
ture detector tolerance period ζ=12 generations, mature 
detector activation threshold β=15, mature detector life 
cycle λ=6 generations, number of memory detectors 
R=36, unrecorded The total number of memory detec-
tors M=60, and the total number of iterations N=200. 
In this paper, through the contrast experiment with the 
improved neural network system, wavelet transform 
system and fuzzy K-Means system, through 50 expe-
riments, the average value of the experimental data is 
obtained, and the contrast figures of detection rate TP 
and false detection rate FP of four systems are obtained, 
as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the system in this 

paper has better detection efficiency. When the itera-
tive algebra of the detector is about 60 generations, the 
detection performance tends to be stable gradually, and 
the convergence speed is significantly higher than the 
improved neural network system, wavelet transform 
system and fuzzy K-Means system. This is because the 
system in this paper adopts the combination of random 
dynamic generation algorithm and multi-point gene re-
combination algorithm, the immature detector is gene-
rated. By using the antibodies of the mature detector and 
the replaced memory detector, a new effective protein 
gene is quickly generated by using the multi-site gene 
recombination rule, which makes the detector easier to 
pass the negative selection of self-tolerance, increases 
the conversion rate of the mature detector, shortens the 
tolerance time, and speeds up the convergence speed 
of the algorithm. And the updating rules of memory 
detectors also play an important role in the detection 
process. By eliminating low-affinity protein genes, the 
quality of the detector is guaranteed and the detection 
efficiency is improved. It can also be seen from Figure 
4 that the adaptability of the wavelet transform system 
and the fuzzy K-Means system is relatively poor, and 
the detection rate has different degrees of vibration, 
especially the performance of the wavelet transform 
system, which is caused by the change of the self-set 
and the non-self-set, and the protein gene in the memory 
detector has not been updated in real-time. The reason is 
that we introduce the renewal mechanism of the detec-
tor, eliminating the memory detector with low affinity 
in real-time, ensure the quality of the protein gene in the 
memory detector, and quickly detect the abnormal data 

Figure 4. Comparison of detection rate TP.

Figure 5. Comparison of error detection rate FP.
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of the protein gene library in the current system, so as to 
ensure the detection efficiency.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the false detection 
rate of the detection system in this paper is lower than 
that of the improved neural network system, wavelet 
transform system and fuzzy K-Means system. This is 
because the detector update algorithm in this paper not 
only solves the pressure caused by the continuous accu-
mulation of the number of detectors in the system but 
also selectively updates the number and types of detec-
tors in the system through the evaluation of the efficien-
cy of the detector, which not only avoids the reckless 
deletion of the protein gene of the high-performance 
memory detector and the decrease of the detection effi-
ciency but also avoids the unreality of the detector. The 
abnormal data of the protein gene library was misrepor-
ted due to the updating of the database.

Detection and verification of abnormal data of pro-
tein gene

In order to verify that the system can effectively de-
tect the abnormal data in the protein gene database, two 
sets of protein gene abnormal data are selected, and the 
two sets of protein gene abnormal data are detected by 
the improved neural network system, wavelet transform 
system, fuzzy K-Means system and the system respec-
tively. Each system detects the two sets of protein gene 
abnormal data five times and compares the two lines 
The accuracy of the test results is shown in Table 1.

In Table 1, it can be found that when the improved 

neural network system, wavelet transform system and 
fuzzy K-Means system are used to detect the abnormal 
data of two groups of protein genes, the accuracy of five 
detection results is below 71%. When the system in this 
paper is used to detect the abnormal data of two groups 
of protein genes, the accuracy of five detection results 
of two groups of abnormal data sets of protein genes is 
the same based on the weight. All of them are between 
93.2% and 97.1%, so the detection accuracy of this sys-
tem is higher. The above experimental results show that 
the system can improve the accuracy of protein gene 
abnormal data detection. After more than three months 
of operation and debugging, it is found that the system 
has achieved the expected goal. It can automatically and 
quantitatively detect the abnormal data of the protein 
gene, and the accuracy of abnormal data detection is 
over 97.1%.

In order to verify that the system in this paper can 
effectively detect the abnormal data of protein gene in 
the protein gene library, the improved neural network 
system, wavelet transform system, fuzzy K-Means sys-
tem and the system in this paper are used to detect the 
abnormal data of 5.94 million protein genes in the pro-
tein gene library, and the detection results are shown in 
Table 2.

Table 2 shows that when using this system to de-
tect the abnormal data of protein genes in the protein 
gene library, 5.73 million protein genes were detected 
as normal protein genes, 100000 protein genes were 
detected as abnormal data protein genes and 110000 

Neural network system Wavelet transform system

Testing For the 
first time Secondary The three-

time
The fourth 
time

The fifth 
time Testing For the 

first time Secondary The three-
time

The fourth 
time

The fifth 
time

Weights

k 1 1 1 1 1

Weights

k 1 1 1 1 1
n 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 1
t 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1
g 1 1 2 2 0.001 g 1 1 2 2 0.001
l 1 1 1 2.5 0.001 l 1 1 1 2.5 0.001

Accuracy 
rate

H1 54.30% 53.20% 52.50% 61.60% 62.90% Accuracy 
rate

H1 57.30% 61.20% 66.50% 64.60% 62.90%
H2 54.80% 56.40% 55.70% 60.20% 64.30% H3 59.60% 58.00% 66.30% 62.40% 61.70%

Fuzzy k-means system Paper system

Testing For the 
first time Secondary The three-

time
The fourth 
time

The fifth 
time Testing For the 

first time Secondary The three-
time

The fourth 
time

The fifth 
time

Weights

k 1 1 1 1 1

Weights

k 1 1 1 1 1
n 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 1
t 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1
g 1 1 2 2 0.001 g 1 1 2 2 0.001
l 1 1 1 2.5 0.001 l 1 1 1 2.5 0.001

Accuracy 
rate

H1 66.10% 64.20% 65.70% 62.70% 61.90% Accuracy 
rate

H1 94.30% 93.20% 95.50% 96.60% 96.90%
H3 70.50% 69.40% 67.10% 64.80% 68.40% H3 95.60% 95.00% 96.30% 94.30% 97.10%

Table 1. Accuracy comparison of four experimental data sets in three tests.

Naive Bayesian detection 
system Paper system Naive Bayesian detection 

system Paper system
Normal 
data of 
protein 
gene (Ten 
thousand)

Abnormal 
data of 
protein 
gene (Ten 
thousand)

Doubt 
(Ten 
thousand)

Normal 
data of 
protein 
gene (Ten 
thousand)

Abnormal 
data of 
protein 
gene (Ten 
thousand)

Doubt 
(Ten 
thousand)

Normal 
data of 
protein 
gene (Ten 
thousand)

Abnormal 
data of 
protein 
gene (Ten 
thousand)

Doubt 
(Ten 
thousand)

Normal 
data of 
protein 
gene (Ten 
thousand)

Abnormal 
data of 
protein 
gene (Ten 
thousand)

Doubt 
(Ten 
thousand)

555 39 0 541 53 0 549 45 0 573 10 11

Table 2. Comparison of protein gene detection results in different systems.
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protein genes were detected as suspected abnormal data 
protein genes. Based on the same situation, when using 
the improved neural network system, wavelet transform 
system and fuzzy K-Means system to detect the abnor-
mal data of protein gene pool, 5.55 million, 5.41 million 
and 5.49 million protein genes were detected as normal 
protein genes, and 390000, 530000 and 450000 protein 
genes were detected as abnormal data protein genes. 
Using this system, 100000 normal protein genes are 
detected as abnormal protein genes, while using other 
detection systems, the detected abnormal data of protein 
genes are much higher than that of this system. It can be 
seen that, in the same case, using this system can greatly 
reduce the error rate of detecting normal protein genes 
as abnormal protein gene, so this system can effectively 
detect abnormal protein gene data, and the detection 
accuracy is very high.

Discussion

Because there are many kinds of protein in the pro-
tein gene library, and the quantity of protein is huge, 
there will be the abnormal situation of protein gene in 
the huge quantity of protein gene library, and the ab-
normal situation of protein gene will cause the deve-
lopment abnormality, disease and even death of animals 
and plants, so it is very necessary to detect the abnormal 
data of protein gene. This paper studies the abnormal 
data detection system of the protein gene library based 
on data mining technology. The innovation of this paper 
lies in the ingenious introduction of data mining techno-
logy into the abnormal data detection of the protein gene 
library, and the formation of a detection system (26-29). 
This paper verified the effectiveness of this system from 
two aspects of system performance and abnormal data 
detection of the protein gene.

(A) System performance verification: the expe-
rimental results of this system are compared with the 
improved neural network system, wavelet transform 
system and fuzzy K-Means system, it is found that this 
system has a better detection rate, and the convergence 
speed is significantly higher than the improved neural 
network system, wavelet transform system and fuzzy K-
Means system. This system is used to detect the abnor-
mal data of the protein gene library, and the detection 
rate is stable. In this paper, the false detection rate of 
the detection system is lower than the improved neural 
network system, wavelet transform system and fuzzy K-
Means system. Therefore, it can be seen that this system 
has a high detection rate, good convergence and low 
false detection rate when detecting the abnormal data of 
the protein gene library. Therefore, the abnormal detec-
tion of the nucleotide gene library and DNA database in 
the biological field can be realized by this system. This 
system has a broad application prospect in the future 
detection of abnormal data of biological gene library.

(B) Detection of abnormal data of protein gene: in 
order to verify that the system can effectively detect 
the abnormal data in the protein gene library, the expe-
rimental results of the system are given. By using the 
improved neural network system, wavelet transform 
system, fuzzy K-Means system and this system to detect 
the experimental data set of two groups of protein genes 
five times, and comparing the accuracy of the four sys-

tems, it is found that this system improves the detection 
accuracy of abnormal data of protein genes, and this 
system can automatically and quantitatively classify 
protein gene structure The accuracy is over 97.1%.

In order to verify that this system can effectively 
detect the abnormal data of protein genes in the protein 
gene library, we also use the above four systems to de-
tect the abnormal data of 5.94 million protein genes in 
the protein gene library. It is found that this system can 
greatly reduce the error rate of detecting normal pro-
tein genes as abnormal protein genes, so this system can 
effectively detect protein genes abnormal data and high 
detection accuracy.

In the operation, we also found that there are two 
places to continue to improve: at present, there are 
nearly 20 million proteins tested by this system, but the 
amount of data is far from enough to develop more ac-
curate detection standards. Secondly, the new detection 
standard is based on the detection parameters with the 
highest error rate. In fact, the trend of the accuracy rate 
is not always increasing, and no further optimization 
method is given in this paper. When the accuracy rate of 
detection decreases, a simple way can be used, that is, 
when the accuracy rate shows a downward trend, stop 
using the new detection standard, and use the detection 
standard that brings the highest accuracy rate before.

In this system, the firewall module is introduced to 
filter the protein gene entering the system, which effec-
tively reduces the pressure of system monitoring and 
detection; immature detector module, mature detector 
module and memory detector module in immune mo-
dule promote the detection of abnormal protein gene 
data according to their characteristics. The first ran-
domly generated detector module will initialize the im-
mature detector according to the AUTOSET, and carry 
out a variation on the extracted protein gene sequence, 
generate new protein gene sequence, and complete the 
diversity transformation of protein gene; the integrity of 
the mature detector directly affects the accuracy of the 
system in detecting the abnormal data of protein gene; 
the memory detector in detecting the abnormal data of 
protein gene library. When the system is attacked by the 
same or similar abnormal protein gene data again, it can 
react quickly.

At the same time, the data mining technology is 
introduced into the abnormal data detection of protein 
gene in this system. The similarity value of two protein 
genes is obtained by calculating AGS, and the abnormal 
gene features in the protein gene library are extracted. 
Then the protein gene is randomly generated by gene 
expression, and the abnormal data detection of the pro-
tein gene library is realized by the immune principle. 
Experiments show that the system can effectively im-
prove the detection rate and reduce the false detection 
rate. The system has good dynamic real-time detection 
ability in protein gene detection.
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